ATIBOX WM – IFH 2019
Nieuw-Weerdinge (Holland)
On November 1st, 2nd and 3rd, the Atibox WM - IFH was held in Nieuw-Weerdinge (Holland).
42 competitors registered from 10 countries: Netherlands, Belgium, Hungary, Germany, Denmark, Finland, France,
Sweden, Switzerland and the Czech Republic.
6 boxers in IFH V, 9 boxers in IFH 1 and 27 boxers in IFH 2!
RECORD OF COMPETITORS! This Atibox IFH counted with the greatest number of participants ever, as result the
great number of competitors needed an extra day in the WM class IFH2.
Thank you very much for this excellent organization, with SUPER Staff, people with great experience in organizing
IGP and IFH championships:
D. Wiggers, Ad van Yperen, Hans Schiltkamp, Henry Beuks, Desiree van Wijngaarden, Monica Stam, Alice
Schiltkamp, Djoke Wolff, Inge de Vries, Geert Zuidema, Simon Feersma Hoeskstra, Martin Brunink, Peter Brontsema,
Egbert Koning, Rienk Taekema, Mariette van Looij, Nicola Henning, THANK YOU ALL!
Thanks to the judges: Anja van der Meijden (NL) and Steffi Hoppe (D), very good work in a championship with harsh
weather. I would like to highlight Steffi Hoppe's cooperation when the organization had to add an extra day to the
competition.
Thank you very much to all the competitors for their fair play and their cooperation in order that everything went
well.
This world championship was very hard, where the weather and the difficult fields of short grass made a strong
selection for the top positions.
It is very difficult to get various similar fields for an IFH world championship: with so many participants, many
hectares are needed, and in this championship almost all the fields were similar; and of course, the luck factor is
very important during the draw.
Congratulations to the competitors who stepped on the podium, and much encouragement to continue working for
those who could not achieve their goals.
IFH V:
Winner: Marcus Römer (D) with Drama European K9 Training Base= 94 pts.
2nd place: Ivett Molnar (HU) with Astrid Czech Jabox= 89 pts.
3rd place: Bettina Mathews (D) with Amy Vom Burgtal= 77 pts
IFH 1:
Nobody passed
IFH 2:
ATIBOX FH CHAMPION: Patricia Blanc (F) with Lee-ann de la Colline des Blames= 96 pts
2nd place: Herbert Poschlod (D) with Candor von der Zella= 93 pts
3rd place: Laura Mäiseli (FIN) with Bits Bite Million Dollar Baby= 91 pts.

I wish a lot of success at the future with your boxers, see you soon!
Juan Carlos García González

